
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2023-06-01 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Grizz, Leo, Yolandi, Arnold, Steve, Pete, Martin, Yan 
 Apologies: 

 Main agenda 
 ●  Network Type field – how can we update it to improve its relevance? Should it be 

 multiple choice instead of exclusive choice? (see  #1379  and  #1357  ) - Heads up:  Google 
 Form survey 

 ○  Publish the survey on social media to get some user input 
 ○  Raise at NANOG and other conferences in the near future 

 ●  IRR support: should we improve support for non-RIR IRR’s as per  1385  ? Note that  some 
 in the industry  are encouraging networks to move away  from non-RIR IRR databases. 

 ○  Support to add IDNIC’s IRR database 
 ○  Pushback on regulating what is an IRR database people can choose to use 

 ●  Input on website improvements from  discussions at  RIPE 86  (Leo) 
 ○  Yolandi and Leo to work on a priority order for improvements 
 ○  Leo to get proposal from potential vendor 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 1376  Add a "Suggest Carrier" 
 button 

 As title  No 

 1390  Use RPKI to verify Networks 
 and IXPs during sign-up 

 Improve automation and increase trust  Yes 

 1370  Facility Geocode not working  Two methods to resolve: Google and one 
 other. Google seems to be able to 
 resolve when the one we use does not. 

 -pete 

 Yes 

 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 1382  Syntax checker for social  Bug: Names with a hyphen are rejected  Yes 



 media user names broken 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 AOB 
 None 


